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Abstract – Many Roaming protocols have already been
proposed in wireless community networks (WCN), but none
has yet been the subject of standardization. Also, the
networks topologies required for deployments are all very
costly when it is necessary to take into account the socio-
economic conditions of developing countries. In this paper, we
propose the RPWCN Protocol (Roaming Protocol in Wireless
Community Network) which design logic is strongly inspired
by the functioning of the Roaming Protocol in GSM. The
WCN architecture on which we modelled our Protocol takes
into account the socio-economic conditions of developing
countries. After the modelling of the RPWCN Protocol, the
AVISPA tool has been solicited for its validation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the universe of wireless networks, those made from
IEEE802.11 standard technologies have managed to
impose themselves by their ease of use and relatively low
cost of deployment when compared with wired
technologies offering same services. These technologies
come with a lot of opportunities including the possibility
of combining a set of brick of these networks deployed
within a community to create a new network called
wireless community networks

The mobility within the WCNs applies in two ways: the
Handover or micro mobility and Roaming or macro-
mobility which is the subject of our study in this paper.
Roaming refers to the ability of mobile subscribers in an
area covered by a visited network to access their services
through this visited network without a new subscription.
Several levels of Roaming exist: the regional Roaming (the
Subscriber has the right to only roam on a given area), the
national Roaming (subscriber can roam from one operator
to another in the same country) and the international
Roaming (subscriber can roam with an operator in a
foreign country) [1].

In the context of developing countries, the IEEE802.11
technology arises as an alternative to design of
interconnected WCNs specific to each region of the
country. The WCNs must allow a subscriber to the
network in the region i to move in a region j (i # j) and to
benefit from its services through j’s network without
acquiring a new subscription. In the field of the WCNs,
Roaming management is a complex problem so much so
that no standard is set up to our days. In order to bring a

solution to this problem, we propose in this article a
roaming protocol between two WCNs. We are first going
to propose architecture compatible with the design of
RPWCN network. The design logic of our protocol draws
heavily from the functioning of the Roaming Protocol well
experienced in GSM networks.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: we do a
review of the literature on mobility protocols in section 2.
Sections 3 and 4 present the RPWCN Protocol and its
implementation. Before concluding the paper, we make a
brief analysis of the results in section 5.

II. STATE OF THE ART

The Understanding of the Roaming concept in this
section focuses primarily on the study of some examples of
roaming solutions in IP networks and then the study of the
Roaming Protocol in GSM network.
2.1 Roaming from the VPN L2TP (Virtual Private
Network by Layer 2 Tunnelling Protocol)

The L2TP protocol is a protocol for VPN used to
interconnect the various sites of the network of a company
through Internet and securely. It also allows connecting a
roaming user to his corporate network [2]
While this technology offers a high safety for a roamer, it
is not devoid of a certain number of handicaps relative to
the objectives fixed. In this network, the roamer
authenticates him in the visited network
2.2 Principle of roaming in Mobile IP

Mobile IP is based on the distinction of identification of
mobile and physical commitment to an IP access network.
When a user changes subnet, it is necessary to amend his
prefixed so that routers can route information to the new
subnet. In this context, the mobile has two addresses:
permanent address linked to its network of own
subscription (Home Address) address temporary (Care-of-
address) related to the visited network to route packets to
him via his current attachment on the Internet point.
Temporary address changes whenever the mobile changes
of network attachment [3].

This solution embeds a shortcoming due to the fact that
the routing of packets towards the user's new location is
not optimal. All packets destined for the roamer must each
time go through the home network of the latter.
2.3 Roaming in GSM

The MM (Mobility Management) protocol is the GSM
protocol used to ensure the continued location of the
mobile station. It is the Protocol which is used to perform
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the Roaming. It is described as follows [4]:
1. A message attachment MM ATTACH REQUEST

including the LAI (Localization Area Identification)
and IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity) is
sent from the mobile station at the visited MSC
(MSC_V) through the BTS and the BSC. If the mobile
station provides a TMSI (Temporary Mobile
Subscriber Identity), it cannot be interpreted by the
MSC/VLR because Roaming agreements between
operators do not allow VLRs interactions;

2. The MSC_V then sends a MM IdentityRequest
message to the mobile station.

3. The mobile station sends response MM Identity
Response containing its IMSI.

4. The MSC_V relays this information to the visited VLR
(VLR_V) via a query  MAP-UPDATE-LOCATION-
AREA;

5. The VLR_V requires an authentication from the HLR
of the home network (HLR_D) of the Subscriber by
using the CCITT7 signalling network. Thanks to the
MCC, MNC fields of the IMSI, the VLR_V is able to
locate the PLMN of the user;

6. The VLR_V requests a location update in the HLR_D
through the CCITT7 signalling network by MAP-
UPDATE-LOCATION message using the IMSI
provided in step 3.

7. The HLR_D after the update sends a MAP-INSERT-
SUBSCRIBER-DATA message containing information
on the profile of the user to the VLR_V;

8. The VLR_V completes the user’s registration by
adding the TMSI and returns to the MSC_V via a
MAP_UPDATE_LOCATION_AREA_ack response;

9. The MSC relays this TMSI to the mobile station in a
MM ATTACH ACCEPT message.

10.The mobile station stores this information on the
Subscriber’s SIM card and returns a MM TMSI
REALLOCATION COMPLETE at the MSC/VLR
message.

The figure 1 which follows shows a representation of the
Roaming protocol in GSM Network

Fig.1. Roaming protocol in GSM Network

Ultimately, the studied Roaming protocol depends on
the network architecture developed. L2TP VPN and
Mobile IP protocols reveal a number of limits marked

respectively by the duplication of the data of a roamer at
the level of each remote network and the non-optimal flow
of information of the Roamer. However, the reason of a
study of the Roaming protocol in GSM helps us to
understand its working principle so as to use it as our
Roaming solution approach in the WCNs.

III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE WIRELESS

COMMUNITY NETWORK (WCN)

This section presents a Wireless community network
architecture based on the GSM network logic architecture.
It is a three-layered architecture: the access layer
equivalent to the BSS (base station subsystem) in GSM,
the distribution layer and the core layer equivalent of the
NSS (network station subsystem) in GSM. (1) The access
layer includes as equipment: Hotspot, AP (Access point)
and the Wi-Fi terminals. (2) The distribution layer has as
equipment: routers, the RADIUS [5] Server and the LDAP
server [6]. (3) The core layer ensures an optimal
transportation of information between sites. It is equipped
with a Hotspot of border with a border router (Gateway) or
a firewall.

All of our WCN is summarized in figure 2 below which
offers equipment who’s functioning are equivalent to those
of MS, BTS, BSC, MSC, GMSC, HLR and the VLR

Fig.2. Architecture WCN is modelled on that of the GSM.

IV. PRESENTATION OF OUR RPWCN
PROTOCOL

The solution that we propose to the issue of Roaming in
wireless community networks is done in two parts: (1) the
proposal of a Protocol (RRP) enabling an LDAP server to
behave as an LDAP client to another LDAP server; (2) the
combination of the RRP Protocol with the RADIUS
protocol to form the RPWCN Protocol
4.1 Roaming Request Protocol (RRP)

The RRP is a protocol that allows an LDAP client to
obtain and modify the registration of a user in an LDAP
database. This Protocol describes itself as follows:
1. Initializing an LDAP session.
2. Obtaining the communication session;
3. Authentication and the open the session on the remote

LDAP server.
4. In the event of failure, stop the Exchange;
5. Otherwise, conduct research on the profile of the

Subscriber;
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6. Collection of search result;
7. modification of the location of the user;
8. notification of the modification;
9. Ends with the closure of the session.

The figure 3 which follows shows a representation in a
sequence diagram of the Roaming Request protocol
(RRP).

Fig.3. Roaming Request protocol (RRP)

4.2. RPWCN (Roaming Protocol in Wireless
Community Network)

The full description of the protocol necessary for
application of the Roaming in the WCNs is divided into
three basic stages which are: (1) external identity, (2)
Protocol negotiation and (3) the transported protocol.
4.2.1 External identity
It is defined as follows [7]:
1. The supplicant and the NAS negotiate the use of EAP;
2. The NAS sends an EAP packet of type EAP-
Request/Identity,  i.e., it asks the supplicant his identity
(external identity);
3. The supplicant responds with an EAP-
Response/Identity, i.e. identity which it is requested from
it. It will serve afterwards as search key in the LDAP
database.
4. The NAS manufactures an Access-Request packet in
which it writes a header (code + identifier + length +
authenticator) then a field of attributes and values. Inside
of it, it writes the EAP-Message attribute in which it
encapsulates the EAP packet from the supplicant. It also
writes a User-Name attribute in which it will copy the
identity (the one sent in the EAP-Response/identity). The
Radius Server will use the contents of User-Name as an
entry point in the LDAP database.
5. The NAS sends the Access-Request package to the
server and provides other attributes in the Access-Request,
including Calling-Station-Id, allowing the Radius server to
have the MAC address of the workstation in addition to the
authentication sent by the supplicant [7].
4.2.2. The authentication protocol negotiation

This step corresponds to reception of the Access-
Request package by the server and the sending of a
response to the supplicant to suggest an authentication
method [7].

6. The server receives the Access-Request packet. It builds
an Access-Challenge packet in which it writes an EAP-
Message attribute composed of an EAP-Request packet
that contains a proposal for authentication protocol
(PEAP);
7. The NAS opens the EAP packet contained within EAP-
Message and forwards it on the EAP layer to the
supplicant. It responds with an EAP-Response packet. If it
recognizes the proposed Protocol and it is configured, it
will accept it. Otherwise, it will propose a protocol for
which it is configured, for example TLS. This option
should not be considered as in this paper, the supplicants
will be configured to know PEAP;
8. The response of the supplicant is encapsulated as in the
first phase, but in a new Access-Request package.
4.2.3. Transported Protocol

This step corresponds to the execution of authentication
protocol transported. It's the EAP/TLS Protocol, Protocol
PEAP and EAP/TTLS Protocol. But in this paper, only the
PEAP Protocol will be used. The PEAP is implementing in
two phases [7]:
Negotiation Phase or Handshake Protocol
It sets out the parameters of the session, negotiates an
encryption algorithm, generates the encryption keys and
authenticates the server and the client.
9. The server sends to the supplicant a query to start PEAP
with an EAP-Request packet containing EAP-Type =
PEAP (PEAP-start). This is the stage of negotiation of
Protocol which includes several exchanges;
10. The supplicant responds (client_hello) with the list of
encryption algorithms that it is able to use;
11. The server replies (Serveur_Hello) transmitting the
algorithm it chose from the list it has received. Also it
sends its certificate and its public key to the supplicant
(Certificate);
12. The supplicant authenticates the server certificate. It
sends a primary key (Client_Key_Exchange) generated
from the data exchanged. This key, called Pre-Master Key
is encrypted with the public key just sent to it by the
server. It informs it that it’s enters encrypted mode  with
this key (Change_Cipher_Spec) and sends the message
(client_finish);
13. The server informs that it enters in  encrypted mode
with this key (Change_Cipher_Spec) and sends the
message (server_finish);
14. Client and server calculate the Master Key and the
encrypted tunnel is established.
Each party then possesses a symmetric cryptographic key
which permits to define a tunnel i.e. encrypts data which
pass from the client to the server and vice versa.
Phase of encrypted tunnel or Record Protocol
This phase involves passing the password validation
Protocol in the encrypted tunnel. The general principle is
as follow [7]:
15. The workstation of the roamer sends its identifier to
the radius server using a new EAP-identity packet. It is the
internal identity that matches an existing entry in the
LDAP database.
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16. The radius server makes an identification request with
the internal identity to the LDAP Server
(LDAPsearchrequest);
17. The LDAP Server (VLR_visited) notices that the user
is not part of the network because the name of the
identifier is of the form userID@networkID. It checks if
there is a Roaming Agreement with the home network of
the visitor. If this is the case, the server performs the RRP
Protocol exchanges earlier defined;
18. VLR_visited returns the result to the radius server in
the SearchResultEntry and SearchResultDone messages;
19. The radius server sends to the supplicant a random
string called stimulation or challenge, by means of an
Access-Challenge;
20. The supplicant generates a computed response by a
hash formula involving various elements such as the
challenge, his ID, password and sends it to the server
through the NAS in an Access-Request packet.
21. The server performs the same calculation and
compares the result to the response received. If it is
identical, the password is validated;
22. After the password authentication, the Protocol ends
as follows:
23. The supplicant sends an empty EAP-Response
request to notify that operations are completed on its side;
24. The server sends the EAP-success packet to the
supplicant   to notify to it that authentication is accepted.
25. An Access-Accept packet is sent to the NAS ordering
it to open the port.

Fig.4. RPWCN protocol sequence diagram

The supplicant should be configured with at least the
three following elements: the external identity, the internal
identity existing in the authentication database and the
password associated with the internal identity [7].

The diagram in figure 4 shows the balance sheet of the
functioning of our RPWCN Protocol by a sequence
diagram. The scenarios present show us in horizontal
iteration, the composition of our RPWCN protocol by the
RADIUS and RRP Protocol. In a vertical iteration, the
Protocol is divided into three stages: external identity, the
authentication protocol negotiation and transported
Protocol. The transported Protocol is in turn divided into:
negotiation phase and encrypted tunnel-phase

V. VALIDATION OF THE RPWCN PROTOCOL

The RPWCN Protocol is a composition of the RADIUS
and RRP Protocol. The RADIUS protocol is a valid
protocol so the validation of the RPWCN Protocol comes
down to validation of the RRP Protocol.

AVISPA (Automated Validation of Internet Security
Protocols and Applications) is the parser selected to
validate RRP. It models the Protocol to validate in the
language HLPSL (High Level Protocol Specification
Language) [8]. The specification of the RPWCN Protocol
in HLPSL derives from its representation in Alice&Bob
notation described as follows:
0. VLR_visited HLR_Home : host.port
1. VLR_visited HLR_Home : Ldap
2. VLR_visited HLR_Home : {Ldap'.Msgb'}_Ks
3. VLR_visited HLR_Home : {Msgc'}_Kc
4. VLR_visited HLR_Home : Ldap.Ldap_search
5. VLR_visited HLR_Home : Ldap_resulta
6. VLR_visited HLR_Home : Ldap.Ldap_modify
7. VLR_visited HLR_Home : Ldap_resultb
8. VLR_visited HLR_Home : {Msgc'}_Ks

Subsequently, HLPSL must define a set of entities (role,
transaction, composed, environment) in a file with
extension .hlpsl (roaming.hlpsl).
role client ( VLR,HLR: agent, Kc, Ks: public_key,
SND, RCV: channel(dy)) played_by VLR def=  local
State : nat, Ldap, Msga, Msgb,Msgc, Dn, Password, Host,
Port, Ldap_search, Ldap_modify,Ldap_resulta,
Ldap_resultb : text, H : hash_func
const sec_Password : protocol_id
init State := 0
transition

0. State = 0  /\ RCV(start) =|> State' := 2
/\ Host' := new() /\ Port' := new()/\ SND(Host'.Port')

2. State = 2  /\ RCV(Ldap')  =|> State' := 4
/\ Dn' := new()/\ Password' := new()
/\ SND({H(Ldap'.Msgb')}_Ks)
/\ secret(Password',sec_Password,{VLR,HLR})
/\ witness(VLR,HLR,server_client_msgb,Msgb')

4. State = 4 /\ RCV({Msgc'}_Kc) =|> State' := 6
/\ Ldap_search':= new() /\ SND(Ldap.Ldap_search')

mailto:userID@networkID
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6. State = 6  /\ RCV(Ldap_resulta') =|> State' := 8
/\ Ldap_modify':= new() /\ SND(Ldap.Ldap_modify')

8. State = 8 /\ RCV(Ldap_resultb') =|> State' := 10

/\SND(Msgc)/\request(VLR,HLR,client_server_ldap,Ldap'
)
end role

role server ( HLR, VLR: agent, Kc, Ks: public_key,
SND, RCV: channel(dy)) played_by VLR def=  local
State : nat,
Ldap, Msga, Msgb,Msgc, Dn, Password, Host,
Port,Ldap_search, Ldap_modify,Ldap_resulta,
Ldap_resultb : text, H : hash_func
init State := 1
transition
1. State = 1 /\ RCV(Host'.Port')  =|> State' := 3

/\ Ldap' := new() /\ SND(Ldap')
/\ witness(HLR,VLR,client_server_ldap,Ldap')

3. State = 3 /\ RCV({H(Ldap'.Msgb')}_Ks)  =|> State' := 5
/\ Msgc':=new()/\ SND({Msgc'}_Kc)

5. State = 5 /\ RCV(Ldap.Ldap_search') =|> State' := 7
/\ Ldap_resulta':=new() /\ SND(Ldap_resulta')

7. State = 7 /\ RCV(Ldap.Ldap_modify') =|> State' := 9
/\ Ldap_resultb':=new() /\ SND(Ldap_resultb')

State = 9 /\ RCV(Msgc) =|>  State' := 11
/\ request(HLR,VLR,server_client_msgc,Msgc')

end role

role session(VLR,HLR: agent, Kc, Ks: public_key ) def=
local SA, RA, SB, RB: channel (dy)
composition

client (VLR, HLR, Kc, Ks, SA, RA) /\ server (VLR,
HLR, Kc, Ks, SB, RB)
end role

role environment() def= const a, b : agent,ka, kb, ki:
public_key,server_client_msgc,client_server_ldap,server_
client_msgb, sec_Password : protocol_id
intruder_knowledge = {a, b, ka, kb, ki, inv(ki)}

composition
session(a, b, ka, kb)

end role

goal
secrecy_of sec_Password
authentication_on server_client_msgb
authentication_on client_server_ldap
authentication_on server_client_msgc

end goal
environment()

AVISPA’s SPAN tool provides an execution and
simulation environment for protocols. It takes our

roaming.hlpsl file as input and generates a result
confirming the validity of the Protocol. This tool offers for
a valid protocol the simulation possibilities which are
materialized by a set of messages characterizing the
Protocol. Figure 6 shows the simulation of the RRP
Protocol made by the SPAN tool [9].

Fig.5. Result of the RRP Protocol simulation

VI. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RPWCN
PROTOCOL

As mentioned in the previous session, RPWCN is built
on two protocols: RADIUS and RRP. RRP is a part of the
LDAP protocol. It appears that the technologies used for
designing our Protocol RPWCN are technology derived
from the RADIUS and LDAP standards.
6.1. Standard LDAP

Directory Access Protocol lightweight LDAP (Light
weight Directory Access Protocol) is an Internet Protocol
for accessing distributed directory services that act in
accordance with X.500 data and service models. The
technical specification detailing version 3 of the LDAP
Protocol [5] contains a set of modules:
 Module of protocols (MP) [6]
 Module directories informations model (MMIR) [10]
 Module of Authentication Methods and security

mechanisms (MAMS) [11]
 Module of String Representation of distinguished names

(MRCND) [12]
 Module of String Representation search filters

(MRCFR) [13]
 Module of uniform resource locator (MLUR) [14]
 Module of syntax and correspondence rules (MSRC)

[15]
 Module of Internationalized string Preparation (MPCI)

[16]
 Module of Schema for user applications (MSAUS) [17]

Only the protocols (PM) Module will be addressed in
the context of this study. This module offers all the
features to be used by an LDAP client. Thus, to allow a
VLR visited to access the domestic HLR during execution
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of the RRP, the visited VLR Protocol which is an LDAP
server must behave as an LDAP client for the domestic
HLR who is also an another LDAP server. The
establishment of such an activity in advance requires an
evolution of LDAP (figure 4) standard which is to add a
feature that we call roaming () in the component MP (fig.
4.b)

Fig.7. LDAP Extension of the LDAP standard

Pragmatically, there are multitudes of implementation of
the LDAP standard, but this document focuses mainly on
the opensource implementation: OpenLDAP. The
architecture of the OpenLDAP server is shared between an
interface (back-end) that receives requests from the client
and a back-end that performs operations relating to the
request received by consulting a (usually embedded)
database. Within this architecture, there are also overlays
which are pieces of code that can be inserted between the
front-end and the back-end (see Figure 5). They are able to
intercept queries, perform operations which may or may
not modify the contents of the request before being
submitted to the back-end for processing. They may also
act on the results from the back-end to the front-end [18].

Fig.8. Extension du su serveur OpenLDAP

The implementation of the function roaming() in the
OpenLDAP server is initially to be added to the bottom-
end, a new feature named roaming that will run the RRP
Protocol (see figure8). The amendment to OpenLDAP to
the level of the bottom-end is to edit the search.c file

present in the/libraries/libldap directory by adding the
roaming () function defined as follows:

introaming(
LDAP *ld, LDAP_CONST char *base, int scope,
LDAP_CONST char *filter, char **attrs,
intattrsonly, structtimeval *timeout, LDAPMessage

**res )
{

LDAP         *ldap;
FILE         *fichier;

LDAPMod      *mods[2];
LDAPMod      mod;

char *vals[2];
char **referrals;
char *host;
int i,rc,parse_rc,msgid,msgid1,version;
int port=389;

*res = NULL;
/*

Step 1: search local..
*/

if ( (msgid = ldap_search( ld, base, scope, filter, attrs,
attrsonly ))  == -1 )return( ld->ld_errno );
rc=ldap_result( ld, msgid, LDAP_MSG_ALL, timeout, res
);
if(rc == -1 ) return( ld->ld_errno );
elseif (rc==LDAP_RES_SEARCH_REFERENCE){ // the
user is not in the local network
parse_rc = ldap_parse_reference( ld, *res, &referrals,
NULL, 0 );
if ( parse_rc != LDAP_SUCCESS ){
fprintf(stderr,"ldap_parse_result: %s\n", ldap_err2string(
parse_rc ));
}
/*

Step 2: get the address of the home network of the user.
.

*/
elseif ( referrals != NULL )
for ( i = 0; referrals[i] != NULL; i++ ){

host=referrals[i];
fprintf(stderr,"%s\n",referrals[i]);

}
ldap_value_free(referrals );

/*
Step 3: initialization of the session with the remote

OpenLDAP server.
*/
if((ldap=ldap_init(host,port))==NULL)

{
perror("ldap_init");
return(ldap->ld_errno);

}
/*
It specifies the version of the LDAP protocol used.
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*/
version = LDAP_VERSION3;

ldap_set_option(ldap,
LDAP_OPT_PROTOCOL_VERSION, &version );
/*

Step 4: authentication and connection.

*/
msgid1=ldap_simple_bind_s
(ldap,"cn=Manager,dc=Nom_réseau_N°i,dc=cm","secret")
;

if(msgid1!=LDAP_SUCCESS)
{

fprintf(stderr,"%s
ldap_simple_bind_s:\n",ldap_err2string(msgid1));
return(ldap->ld_errno);

}
/*

Step 5.1 looks up information about the Subscriber

*/

msgid1 = ldap_search_ext_s( ldap,base, scope, filter,
NULL, 0,NULL, NULL, NULL, 0, res );

if ( msgid1 != LDAP_SUCCESS )
{

fprintf(stderr, "ldap_search_ext_s: %s\n",
ldap_err2string(msgid1));

return(ldap->ld_errno);
}

/*
Step 5.2 update location

*/
mod.mod_op = LDAP_MOD_REPLACE;
mod.mod_type = "l";
vals[0] = "Nom_réseau_N°k.cm";
vals[1] = NULL;
mod.mod_values = vals;
mods[0] = &mod;
mods[1] = NULL;
msgid1 = ldap_modify_ext_s( ldap, base, mods, NULL,

NULL );
if ( msgid1 != LDAP_SUCCESS ) {

fprintf(stderr, "ldap_modify_ext_s: %s\n", ldap_err2string(
msgid1 ) );

}
/* Step 6: disconnect */
msgid1 = ldap_unbind(ldap );
if ( msgid1 != LDAP_SUCCESS ) {
fprintf(stderr, "ldap_unbind: %s\n", ldap_err2string(

msgid1 ) );
}

}
if ( ld->ld_errno == LDAP_TIMEOUT )

{
(void) ldap_abandon( ld, msgid );
ld->ld_errno = LDAP_TIMEOUT;
return( ld->ld_errno );

}
return( ldap_result2error( ld, *res, 0 ) );

}

In a second step, we will build the logic of information
networks subscribers by offering a DIT (Directory
Information Tree). The modeling of two such
representatives the data of users of two networks that serve
the Regionsn ° i and N ° k is sketched in figure 6 that
follows:

Fig.6. Relationship between said the regions N ° i and N °
k

There, in the hierarchy of the said of a network serving a
region N ° i any among the n networks Roaming
Agreement, the object representing the region N ° i has
wires that are information about subscribers in this region
(user_name (i.1),..., user_name (i.n)). The brothers of the
object representing the region N ° i (objects representing
the regions N ° k with i # k and k < = n) are images objects
that point to real objects in the network N ° k (thanks to
the referral element).
6.2 Standard RADIUS

The RADIUS standard suffers no change to enable the
implementation of the RPWCN Protocol. However, any
implementation of the RADIUS protocol to make roaming
should modify the search function in an LDAP server. The
new search function must use the function roaming()
instead of one of the ldapsearch() functions.

FreeRADIUS is standard RADIUS opensource
implementations. It uses an external database for password
authentication. The principle of querying an external
database as the LDAP server is the same as querying the
users file. It is always the User-Name request-item that
serves as a lookup key in the base [7].

To communicate with OpenLDAP, FreeRADIUS is
equipped with a component rlm_ldap. This component is
located in the directory src/modules/rlm_ldap and has a
rlm_ldap.c file that implements the perform_search()
function. The perform_search () function is responsible to
perform read operations in the LDAP server through the
ldap_search_st () function. To achieve our goals, it took us
rename the function ldap_search_st () by Roaming(). The
function Roaming() has the same parameters as
ldap_search_st () when used in a statement of the
perform_search () function. This Roaming() function in its
implementation should perform the task of ldap_search_st
() and in case of roaming, to behave as a LDAP client.
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VII. DISCUSSION

Throughout this paper, we have provided a solution to the
problem of Roaming in wireless community networks
based on the principle of functioning of the Roaming
Protocol in GSM. This has allowed us to show that using
the Radius combined with the RRP Protocol; we are able
to provide a roaming Protocol in WCNs with principle of
operation the Roaming Protocol in the GSM network.
These macro-mobility protocols, RPWCN solves the
problem namely: how to offer services of roaming between
several wireless community networks? But it allows the
visited network to directly access this roamer data in its
domestic network the outside (resolution of failure
observed on the VPNL2TP Protocol) authentication. After
authentication, the address of the roamer is that provided
by the visited network and not the network home as is the
case with MOBILE IP. These facts, the packages from
another network to the roamer will directly reach its target
without stopping in the home network
But this Protocol which is filed in the environment of
authentication protocols, suffers from a certain number of
handicaps: (1) the Protocol cannot guaranteed the
authenticity of information which flows between two or
more WCNs. (2) the Protocol is dependent on the LDAP
protocol which includes all its weaknesses mainly the SSL
protocol [19].

VIII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Ultimately, the objective in this paper was to propose a
Roaming protocol in the wireless community networks that
we call RPWCN. To achieve this goal, we do a review of
literature on two protocols from Macro-mobility in IP
(L2TP VPN and Mobile IP) networks and a study of the
Roaming Protocol in GSM. After opting for a new
approach by following the principle of functioning of the
Roaming Protocol in GSM, we proposed network
architecture (figure 2) inspired by the GSM network
architecture, developed the RRP Protocol to perform
remote user authentication and an update of its location.
The RPWCN Protocol is a combination of the RADIUS
and RRP protocols. The Radius Protocol is a valid
protocol; validation of the RPWCN Protocol has focused
only on the validation of the RRP Protocol.
In the LDAP standard, we have proposed the addition of a
new feature called roaming within the Protocol module
(PM) who will be responsible for carrying out the RRP
Protocol which is nothing more than a part of the RPWCN
Protocol. The standard LDAP used OpenLDAP
implementation has changed because we have added a new
feature (roaming()) within its core.As for the RADIUS
protocol, no change was made at the level of the standard.
But its implementation FreeRADIUS suffered a
modification at the level of the component responsible for
carrying out search operations in a LDAP database.
Unlike L2TP VPN [2] and IP Mobile [3], the RPWCN
Protocol is able to respectively store information of users
on a single site and to optimize the flow of information

from the user in a remote site. However, because of the
incompatibility between the IEEE802.11 standard
technology and the mobile network it is difficult for a
mobile operator offering the same services as our WCNs
to sign Roaming agreements.
Insofar as there is no standard roaming which governed the
world of wireless community networks, it is our
responsibility to advance the RPWCN Protocol for its
standardization. Indeed, to achieve this goal, this Protocol
should solve problems of continuity of services.
The problem of macro-mobility is not only a problem of
inter-WCN. We observe in our environment the
appearance of key USB 3 G / 3 G + which are used by
mobile phone operators to offer various internet services
included. How to offer a service of macro-mobility for
mobile phone users, with their keys USB 3 G / 3 G +,
located in an area covered only by a WCN?
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